As previously described, key cardiovascular terms were searched in the Web of Science to identify the publication dataset. The Web of Science was chosen for several reasons: it has the advantage of a wellcurated dataset, with extensive and structured information (addresses of all authors, indexing of included references) that allows the use of citations and cross-references. The main limitations of Web of Science is that it may not include all relevant publications because it does not include all national journals that are not published (or do not include abstracts) in English. If certain countries are focusing on very innovative work and publishing the results in their own national journals then there is indeed a risk that new and emerging research is not identified until it is included in the mainstream English language/high impact journals. This is potentially a limitation for identifying novel research (especially if it goes against current scientific status quo). On the other hand, it is now generally accepted that English has become the main vehicular language for science. The full description of how the dataset of 478,006 cardiovascular publications was identified was described previously 1 and the flow and processing illustrated in Figure S1 , is re-iterated briefly. The approach combined a terms search (terms validated by experts) with cross-referencing, combining a core p.2 set of journals with journals that were identified as having a major cardiovascular component. The method went through several iterations to ensure a sufficiently wide, yet specific dataset. Figure S1 . Developing an unbiased approach to identify topics in cardiovascular research publication output.
Step 1>4 is the first approach resulting in 175 topics that cover all documents, with documents present in multiple topics.
Step 5>6 is the second approach in which documents are uniquely assigned to clusters.
Step 7 compares the content from the two approaches. Note the expert input at many stages of the process.
For building clusters, the references were also considered. We obtained the data from Clarivate Analytics Web of Science Core Collection (WoS) through a custom data license held by ECOOM, KU Leuven. For all titles and abstracts, we extracted the noun phrases (text fragments of various lengths) using the natural language processing framework developed at Stanford 2 . We also removed all copyright notices at the end of any abstract, all expressions containing numbers and all white spaces, and then removed the most commonly used text fragments based on the h-score, i.e. those text fragments with the highest rank based on their number of occurrences in the dataset.
Topic modelling
For this approach, we applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 3 to the text fragments from all publications using MalletR. This approach groups text fragments to identify topics and also allocates documents to topics. The analysis provides us with the probabilities for each text fragment to belong to a topic (beta). High beta values group text fragments that potentially identify a topic. Second, the analysis provides the probabilities for each document to belong to a topic (gamma), across 200 topics. The result is that every text fragment and every publication is linked to every topic, but each text fragment and each document will have a lower or higher probability (ranging from 0 to 1) of being part of any given topic. Therefore, a document can belong to several topics.
Twelve cardiovascular experts reviewed each set of the top 40 text fragments with the highest probability (beta) of representing a topic, using an online questionnaire. The experts validated whether the text fragments identified a cardiovascular topic and were asked to suggest a name for each cardiovascular topic. All cardiovascular topics were included where at least two experts agreed that the text fragments represented a cardiovascular topic. A second round of expert review was undertaken as a discussion between three experts to agree on a suitable name for topics, where the suggested names for the topics differed between experts from the initial online questionnaire. A final review of all topics ensured naming consistency across the topics and allowed for additional expert-based classification as clinical, basic or population research. In addition, we selected a number of specific terms of interest to search for them in the text fragments, in the topics and in the documents. Of the 200 potential topics detected by the LDA model, the cardiovascular experts agreed that 175 were cardiovascular topics and suggested labels for each of the 175 topics (see full list in Table S1 ). Excluded topics were related to general study protocol terms, as well as, areas of weakly linked research such as subtopics in gastroenterology or nephrology where a clear cardiovascular term was missing. Of note, general terms or terms that are used frequently across the majority of documents are filtered out as part of the methodology, resulting in groups of highly specific text fragments and, consequently, topics as illustrated here.
Inflammation -mechanisms and mediators
NLP text fragments about experimental models to induce inflammation (LPS) and the study of cytokines.
Inflammation biomarkers
NLP text fragments about CRP, serum levels and identifying subgroups of subjects.
Coronary artery disease -CABG, techniques
NLP text fragments about vessels used and surgical methods and evaluation Figure S2 . Examples of text fragments underlying specific topics.
We counted the number of documents per topic, by identifying all documents that had greater than 10% gamma (probability) of belonging to that topic. These data underlie the graphs in Figures 1-3 . We then calculated the co-occurrence of topics in each document, by counting the number of times each pair of topics occurs in the documents. This network data was then imported the VOSviewer software to undertake a network analysis and create a topic map, visualizing these topic inter-relations.
Document clustering
For this approach, the dataset was reduced to two time periods, and we analyzed the cardiovascular publications from 2006-2008 and those from 2011-2013, separately. For each time period, we then calculated the similarities between documents based on the noun phrase text fragments, and based on the references in the documents, using adapted cosine calculations and a hybrid document clustering algorithm, as previously described 4 . We then applied the Louvain 5 community detection algorithm to identify clusters of similar documents. For this method, each document is only located in one cluster. Subsequently, we applied the DrL/OpenOrd algorithm 6 to map and visualise the documents and clusters. We used R 7 in a high-powered cloud-based parallelized computing environment for all operations. We then identified the core documents in each of the clusters 4 . In addition, we described the most common text fragments used in each document cluster, as well as, the most highly cited documents and the most productive authors in each cluster. These four elements were used in an expert review to describe the clusters.
Combining topic modelling and document clustering
As a next step, for each cluster we identified the most highly representative topics from the LDA topic model. To compare the results of the approaches, we limited the topic model dataset to the two time periods 2006-2008 and 2011-2013 and then linked the documents from the topic model results to the documents in the clusters using a unique identifier for each document. We then calculated the average gamma (document-topic probability) for all documents in each cluster. Thereby we identified the most highly represented topics in each of the document clusters in each time period.
Properties of the topic groups
Almost 4 million unique text fragments, from 475,593 document abstracts published from 2004 to 2013, were combined in the LDA topic model to detect 200 potential cardiovascular topics. Experts reviewed and identified 175 of the topics to be true cardiovascular topics. All topics contained at least 1700 documents and the majority contained between 1700 and 15,000 documents. The smallest topic on Lipids -cholesterol metabolism was present in 1791 documents. Seven leading topics were present in 15,000 or more documents, with the largest topic-Evidence-guided treatment being present in 49,031 documents. On average, each document contained three topics, with the majority of documents containing two to five topics.
Properties of document clusters
The hybrid clustering algorithm (based on text and references) brought the publications together into 15 clusters for 2006-2008 and into 18 clusters for 2011-2013. The size of the clusters varied between 59 and 42,000 documents. Then the algorithm was repeated separately for each of the clusters, to identify any subclusters within each cluster. The number of subclusters per cluster varied between 1 and 27, and 15 and 18 clusters per dataset had more than one subcluster. The number of publications per subcluster also varied with one-third of all the subclusters having less than 100 publications, while the largest subclusters had over 5000 publications. The process of labelling the clusters was not automatic and was therefore limited to the ten largest clusters, which included >90% of all documents in each time period and thus adequately representing the data set. Of these 20 clusters, the naming posed difficulties for one clusters, for which the content was unclear and 4 others with uncertainty whether the content was adequately described.
In a later stage clusters were linked to the LDA topics validating the naming and resolving the uncertainties. Only cluster 2 of the period 2006-2008 presents LDA topic labels that do not seem to match with the document cluster name: cell signaling, vascular function -endothelial control and MI in the LDA topics with a document cluster focus on pulmonary hypertension. Therefore, an expert reviewed the document titles of the four largest subclusters. These four subclusters seem to correlate with the LDA topics, with the expert naming the subclusters as 'pulmonary hypertension', 'endothelial function and vascular tone', 'cell signaling for growth', as well as, 'ischemia and myocardial infarction'.
Country participation in main document clusters
We analyzed the authors' origin in the documents within the two main clusters of the period 2011-2013. The figure represents the main contributors, covering the majority of documents in the clusters. Although the USA is the major single country, combining EU countries results in a higher fraction still. Of note is the large contribution from the PR China in the cluster 'Gene and cell therapy and innovation'. 
Constraints and limitations of the methodology
For the topic modelling we needed to define the number of topics a priori, requiring qualitative review to assess the validity, overlap and granularity of the topics. A larger number of topics could have potentially identified more specific and smaller topics. Although twenty-five topics were excluded, all publications remained in the analysis. In addition, only a small number of publications (n=6,300) contained small probabilities (<10%) across all 175 topics, meaning that all of the documents were associated to the final validated cardiovascular topics. Taken together, the topics approach was inclusive, though possibly lacking in detail. Expert review and naming of the topics required several steps. Individual experts named the topics in different ways, both in terms of writing style, and in selecting what was considered the main topic content. To check and validate the labels used and to ensure consistency, two additional rounds of expert panels were necessary. Overall, the smaller more focused topics were easier to name through linking the text fragments. Before the final approach for document clustering was applied, other options were tested on the whole dataset, including clustering the documents based on the LDA topics identified 8 and using Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) 9 , but these failed to provide adequate clustering of the large number of documents. Compared to labelling the LDA topics, the expert review of the document cluster characteristics presented a greater challenge to label and interpret the clusters. Each of the automated retrieval methods to obtain the document characteristics revealed different aspects of the clusters and only the combination brought more insight. It was only possible to make links across these data when familiar with the cardiovascular field. This challenge has been highlighted in the scientometric literature and community with a significant project bringing partners from around the world to tackle the clustering and labelling issue on a single dataset of astronomy research 10 . Although several methods were presented, it was acknowledged that none were sufficiently robust to not require additional expert input and a call was made to the wider Gal et al EURHEARTJ-D-18-01844 R1 Supplementary materials p.7 community to share relevant solutions. The methods available do already reduce a significant amount of work, considering the large volume of data and documents that can be processed semi-automatically.
Time lag because of the labor-intensive method is a limitation. Abstracts could be considered as a source to identify emerging topics but have several limitations. They are of a different nature than papers and the scope of a congress shapes content of selected abstracts. We complemented the literature analysis with a survey of 3000 abstracts from the 2018 congress of the European Society of Cardiology. The results in Figure S3 illustrate the strong presence of clinical research at this event, within the topics of clusters 1 and 3-7 of Table 2 . Two emerging topics that could be discerned were cardio-oncology and digital health, each representing however less than 25 abstracts. 
Supplemental data
Investigating the evolution of specific terms During the analysis, experts identified a number of terms related to recent research interests that were not identifiable in the text fragments reviewed, nor in the document cluster characteristics reviewed, such as microRNA, epigenetics, personalized medicine and Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). Upon querying the text fragment, topics and document databases all terms were identified and their evolution investigated over time. For all terms, the number of publications within the dataset was small, representing less than 0.5% of all publications (Table S2 ) but they showed an increase over time and could be related to identified larger topics.
miRNA is the term identified in the highest number of publications and text fragments, as well as, having over 100 publications across the largest number of topics. The number of publications are increasing steadily, with a greater increase of publications in the 'pulmonary embolism' and 'cell signaling and gene transcription' topics when compared to other topics. Epigenetics and iPSCs had similar numbers of publications identified; however, the topics where they were more highly represented differed. Epigenetics had a greater number of publications in 'cell signaling and gene transcription', in 'mass spectrometry/ in omics & biomarker studies' and in 'low birth weight' studies; whereas, the principal topic for iPSC publications was in the 'stem cells / cardiac repair' topic. Personalized medicine had very few text fragments identified and the 616 publications identified were most prevalent in the 'Evidenceguided treatment' and 'Risk factors -genetics, GWAS studies' topics. To note, when searching for publications and topics with specific terms of interest, the interlinked document, text fragment and topics datasets accurately identify relevant publications; in comparison, a search of similar terms in Web of Science would bring up more publications that are irrelevant. Some terms, however, are more challenging to search and required expert input in the selection of text fragments, for example if only 'iPS' is searched then many text fragments and publications were identified about antipsychotics or ipsilateral or about embryonic stem cells and so the text fragments needed to be reviewed to ensure relevant results. p.9 591  630  547  554  589  620  559  570  596  624  Endothelial progenitor cells  basic  143  196  199  247  291  305  371  350  351  381  Biomarkers -von Willebrand disease,  ischemia, infarction  clinical  229  300  280  267  343  325  349  396  415  465  Blood pressure -regulation, autonomic  nervous system  clinical  383  424  383  425  416  423  398  398  389  423  Bone mineralization, calcium  metabolism, aortic calcification   clinical /  basic  203  266  236  294  389  367  406  427  383  505  Cancer -coagulation disorders, LV  outflow obstruction  clinical  484  556  488  518  599  562  585  548  629  550  Cardiac arrest -resuscitation,  management  clinical  207  297  322  308  443  404  472  519  534  659  Cardiac electrophysiology -action  potential, conduction  basic  532  590  562  577  644  619  584  638  690  643  Cardiac electrophysiology -ion channels,  calcium homeostasis  basic  1071  1109  1021  1099  1138  1081  1108  1058  1046  1109  Cardiac hypertrophy -animal models  basic  696  767  763  779  892  907  1004  1036  1051  1139 p.11   Cardiac pacemakers -CRT  clinical  374  471  443  472  570  531  464  496  558  517  Cardiac surgery -cardioprotection  clinical  383  484  476  495  558  474  443  441  397  461  Cardiomyopathy -Chagas disease  population  151  213  191  210  270  280  268  315  366  413  Cardiomyopathy -fabry disease  clinical  153  176  178  176  234  223  212  244  256  246  Cardiopulmonary bypass -blood  transfusion  clinical  378  384  399  377  429  456  379  468  477  462  Cardiovascular development  basic  438  466  471  471  547  506  587  574  619  579  Catheterisation -complications  clinical  244  268  280  289  363  366  393  421  491 
